Supreme Court of California
350 McAllister Street
San Francisco, CA 94102-4797
Phone: (415) 865-7000

caption in dispute
1-08-CV-109152
6th DCA: H035035 + H035318

Notice of Appeal
STAY REQUESTED:
Ex-parte petition for extension of time to file and serve the petition of review itself.
Due to illness. Ask Dr. Florence Keller, she should know. The whole thing would make anyone ill. I don't think there's anything mentally
healthy about any of it. The extension to be granted until this suit has been properly joined and I and my class are made well.

This case is COMPLEX
Absent such a designation it will take me a while to serve all the parties that need to be enjoined in it. I am an indigent and heavily in debt,
borrowing what I can to stay afloat. The court rules allow for an indigent to be allowed this designation but I have as yet to learn of any who
have. It's impossible to even file a complex case let alone appeal it without it being properly designated. And even more so for an indigent.
Who am I quoting here? -“If the motto ‘and justice for all’ becomes ‘and justice for those who can afford it,’ we threaten the very underpinnings of our social contract.”
It's called Malpractice. Helping the court out here (I need to make a few myself):
"the problem plight of unrepresented disenfranchised litigants remains acute".
And has urged the Bar to do better on our behalf. Enough with the "urging" already. This is a class action suit upon their behalf.

Petition to augment the record:

"See me"
the court told me. And twice so lest I forget it. And I am negligent. Very negligent.
(A court reporter might doubt her sanity after hearing such words and wisely leave them out)
The court read my case website document repository (www.publicforall.com) into the record and encouraged me to continue with it.
As well as the appeal itself: "When are you going to do that?" the court demanded. Finally granting my accommodation request.
This Notice has been served by publication on July 30, 2010 on www.publicforall.com. By myself. For all to see.

July 30, 2010

